ORACLE DIGITAL CONNECT

CONNECTING EXPERIENCES

Digital leaders are expert
at creating and facilitating
interactions by connecting
people, places and things.

To turn those simple
connections in interactions
valuable for business you
need a Digital Platform
that’s effortlessly integrated.
Today, Integrated IT
capabilities are becoming
a competitive advantage
to respond to customer
desires in real time with
innovative offerings.

ORACLE DIGITAL CONNECT
accomplishes the promise of the Connected Enterprise
delivered, ensuring that information is where it is
needed, in the right format, accurately and securely.
How do you become a connected enterprise
that easily integrates applications and data
sources across on-premises, cloud, mobile and
a growing set of intelligent devices?

You need an agile yet comprehensive
foundation for integration.

All of your apps, data and process
should be available as services and
must be able to communicate
seamlessly and in real time.

It’s as simple as that.
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The Oracle Digital Connect solution is available in both, cloud and
on-premise computing environments. By choosing digital integration
components in the Oracle Cloud Platform you can rapidly subscribe and
access those key integration capabilities that put you at the heart of
every interaction and experience.
Your digital transformation can then continue at the pace you and your
customers wish, as much more of the setup and maintenance to
support your digital services is automatically handled by the Oracle
Cloud Platform.
To learn more about Digital Connect and the Cloud Platform for Digital
Business go here.

